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I.. INTRODUCTION 
The importance of the nursing process has been d�monstrated in the 
decade and therefore a need exists to investigate whether or not 
nurses feel they are able to utilize that process to its maximum and 
whether or not exist which such maximum 
The utilization of the nursing process in evaluation of nursing care has 
been demonstrated.. The criterion for evaluation of record keeping has 
been nursing care. Therefore, the nursing process is related to the 
of nursing care and to the quality of record keeping. 
At present, in the mid-seventies, many nurses and researchers con-
tend that the quality of nursing care is reflected in record keeping. 
In the records kept, good records have been recognized as a measure of 
the scope and of nursing care, revealing the nature, amount, and 
1 quality of service planned and given. In the past decade, the Criterion 
for the evaluation of this nursing care has been the nursing process. 
Because records reflect the quality of care given the patient, and 
because the nursing process is the criterion for evaluating this care, 
all nurses should have not only a knowledge of the process, but should 
also utilize and record the process in order to improve patient care. 
However, the history of nursing education and the assessment of present 
situations, when brought together, provide grounds for ques-
tioning whether the nu�ting process is utilized to its fullest and whether 
lR"F . BadgleYg at al", "How Good are the Records Your Agency Keeps,?u9 
Nursing Outlook 10 (January 1962):118 
2 
it is and adequately recorded. 
who graduated prior to nineteen-sixty learned much of nUrsing 
content through the case study method, the "medical modelu• As a result, 
some nurses believe their actions are an automatic response to the situ-
ation known as nursing by intuition rather than a response based on the 
rationale provided by the nursing process known as nursing by assessment.2 
Of course, the mare recent graduates have been exposed to the nursing 
process. Unfortunately, some believe that many nurses, as students, have 
regarded this process as "busy work" for student learning, and as an 
exercise with a quasi-scientific framework for encouraging professional 
�ractice.3 The nursing process is not mrerly a guide for homework, but 
a �rocess to be taken out of the classroom and applied to the challenge 
of better patient care. 
Another important aspect of the problem of why the nursing process 
may not be utilized or recorded amply :is the record system itself.. Many 
present do not use the problem-oriented record system (FOR) and» 
there�ore, are not appropriate for noting specific steps in the nursing 
proe&ss. Also, the recording of the lengthy care plans that students 
are required to do is unrealistic in today1s busy patient-care units .. 
The Brokaw Collegiate School of NUrsing of IllinOis Wesleyan Univer-
sity has placed great emphasis on its students' being able to understand 
and implement the nursing process, and this method of teaching creates 
�ossibilities for an interesting area of research. The study represented 
in this report is built upon research into the extent to which the nursing 
process is acknowledged by I.W.U.ts baccalaureate nursing graduates as 
com�ared to other nursing graduates employed in this community. 
2SYlvia Carlson, "A Practical Approach to the NurSing Process$" 
American Journal of Nursing 1972 (September 1972):1589 .. 
3Ibid .. 
II. THE STUDY PROBLEM 
A. E;x,:RJ,anatian af Term§ 
The definitions for this study were used: 
1.. Patjent 
avoid the cumbersome term, the term p atient 
encompasses not only the hospitalized individual, but also indiv-
idua1s, families, and significant others, in other 
home, clinic, institution. These are not functio ning at 
their highest level due to environmental, physical, psychological, 
social, and spiritual factors, or a combination of these factors. 
A systematic approach to nursing, with a rational, SCientific 
basis� combining intellectual, interpersonal, and physical skills 
for organizing and administering relevant care.. A forma t of the 
the steps in the nursing process follows: 
a.. Assessment 
{l .. ) collecting data 
(2 .. ) identifying problems 
be Nursing Intervention 
(1.) setting patient goals 
(2.) plan of care 
(3 .. ) implementing plan of care 
c. Evaluation and Reprocessing 
Explanations of these terms follow for a more thorough understanding 
of the process .. 
The continous, systematic, and selective gathering of ob jective 
and subjective information about the health status of an individual 
4 
and/or family by the nurse. Also, the subsequent notation of 
such information in the patient' s record. 
Idantitying problems 
The critical and of data to identify 
in the health status of an individual and/or family, 
and to determine which of these problems would respond to a 
type of action or carried out by the nurse. The 
�V""d.U� of the identified should indicate a s ense of 
as to which should be dealth with a 
on the long-and-short-term impact the problem would have on 
the individual and/or family. 
5" Gojil-aej;ti" 
based 
Identifying, by both the nurse and the patient, and recording 
of reasonable, attainable behaviors and health status that are 
to occur as a 
should ... u' ... ... .. ,,::< 
of the chosen nursing inte�'�nlr., 
the approximate length of time anti-
to reach the goal by labeling it either long- or 
Decision-making by the profe�sional nurse and the in the 
selection of a set of nursing actions that will bring ab out the 
desired results. The nurse is responsible for the 
of-the chosen plan of action, extending and revising the initial 
for.eaoh problem.. This planning is based on nursing judg-
ment, patient 
patient .. 
v�'�U'.OD' and the previously-established 
The nurse then determines the level of skill 
needed to carry out the plan of action and plans to collect more 
data for diagnosing and educating the patient. 
5 
7", ljl'rpJ.ement1,ll,g p1iiUl gf gare 
Carrying out the chosen plan of action, and noting the a ctual 
nursing aotiOnin the records .. 
8.. EDl;Wl'j;�ng ap,d reprost.flliu.l�ng 
Recording a change, or lack of change, in the patIlentts behavior 
status that may indicate that nursing actions have or have not 
made an '" This is a comparison of the patient' s r esponses, 
after nursing actions, to the criteria developed in the goal-
setting allows for a determination of the ex-
tent to which goals for the patient were met, and the 
of the nursing actions. Recycling of evaluated infor-
�ation, by the nurse, through the nursing process, in order to 
make necessary corrections to insure positive outcomes.. A 
change can occur with the notation of a new problem, a new or 
more reasonable goal, a new plan of action, or a new or 
nursing action.. It may also be concluded that no change is needed. 
9. P�o�lQm-0r1Qnted RQcgrds (FOR) 
A patient-centered system of record keeping that emphasizes the 
which care is rendered.. The main divisions of the 
records are: 
Baseline data: of the patient-s complete history, 
physical examinations, laboratory results, etcetera. 
Subjective data: A patient' s views of his symptoms and complaints. 
Objective data: Involving test results, notations of a ' s  
, physical and mental condition, and all other per­
tinent observations. 
Assessment: The analysis of a patient' s problems, and h is abil­
ities to cope with them.. The needs "or problems are listed on a 
card in front of a 
a permanent record. 
6 
, as well as on the progress notes for 
Plans: An extention or revision of the initial plan for each 
problem. of more data aid in , 
assistance in diagnosis, and determination of treatment, and 
an aid in educating the patient. 
about whether the extensive 
curriculum on the process, resulted in I.W.U. 
implementing, and recording that nursing process for better 
of care led to this study. 
c. Implications for Nur6�ng 
Before any research project is undertaken, its value to the pro-
fession should be • The implications of this study for nursing 
are as follows: (1) to identify the strengths and weaknesses of I.W.U.'s 
stUdents and graduates in the various steps of the nursing process; (2) 
to identify the strengths and weaknesses of other nursing graduates in 
the nursing process; (3) to estimate the degree of success in t eaching 
the nursing process at I.w.n.; (4) to identify relevant factors pre­
venting the optimum utilization and recording of the nursing pro cess; 
( 5 )  to benefit patient care by the total results achieved and by the in­
dividual participating nurses' acknowledging and identifying their own 
weaknesses; and (6) to generate hypotheses and questions for further 
reSearch. 
Future investigations arising from this study could be: (1) what 
teaching methods are conducive to the students' perception of the value 
7 
and the importance of implementing the nursing process; ( 2 )  what is 
the impact of nursing�practice on the patient; (3) what is the relation­
ship between the quality of nursing care and nursing research; (4) what 
is the effect of upon process evaluation; ( 5) how is nursing 
care better recorded for a more reliable� valid indicator of its quality; 
and (6) does recording make a difference in the plan of care and the 
quality of care rendered? 
D.. Limitations 0:[ the St,ydJ' 
The limitations of this descriptive-survey were those common to most 
questionnaires: (1) some respondents may have tended to answer cplestions 
they assumed were wanted or correct, even if their answer was incorrect 
for their situation; (2 )  some respondents were not as self-analytical as 
others, and some were over-critical; (3) the terms "sometimes� aLways, 
and never" were obsolete, and respondents would have to interprets each 
word in varying degrees; (4) the small number at the District #6 meeting, 
<of graduates of programs other than I.W.U. may be unrepresentati�{ the 
nurses in this community, since the questionnaire was distributed during 
Nurses. Week and many other non-I.W .. U. nurses may have been involved in 
other activities. 
E.. F:roedAm from HypotheUp 
In selecting a research approach, two main references were util­
ized, Eapentialp of NUTping Reaea�A' by L. E. Notter, and Fyndamentals 
Af RepearcA in Nurp1ng, by D. F. Fox. Both sources agreed that when 
applying a descriptive-survey approach, the researcher is seeking in­
formation which does not exist, and he actually has no basis for pre­
dictions. Therefore, this study was hypothesis-free, since it describes 
the extent to which the nursing process is acknowledged by nurses. 
III. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
A. OverView of the R�leya�� Literatyr� 
The concept o f  better�quality nUrsing care has been aired i n  nUrsing 
journals $ classrooms , research projects, conferences, and the minds of 
It follows that many meaSUres of evaluating the quality 
o f  nursing care have been attempted, ranging from time s tudies d one in 
the various checklists, narratives ,  and scales 
to the mOre advanced of  today's nursing audits. 
The original time-and task studies were formulated by system personnel 
rather than by nursing personnelt so the emphasis was upon analysis� and 
upon spfi)cific tasks as they took place and not as they ought::tclnhave taken 
Place.4 These studies ignored human need and the need for continuity of  
care. Some stUdies have inCreased in sophistication. An exampl e is the 
PETO that J" Stevens mentioned in her article � IIAnalysis o f  Trends 
in Nursing Management"U However, she also agreed that studies " cannot 
perform a quality-control function",,5 
advantage o f  a over a task-analy sis 
was well demonstrated by B.J. Stevens' table o f  comparisons, whi ch warrants 
The comparison showed that the quality-control system was 
patient-oriented, and that the conceptual framework wasr,the nUrsing process. 
4B .. J" Stevens $ "AnalysiS of Trends in NUrsing Care Management$1i 
Journal Of' N;nra1n&, Adm:i;n:i strat1g� 72 ( November/December 1972 ) : 13. 
5Ibid .. 
9 
6 Quality Control versus Task-Analysis Systems 
QUALITY-CONTROL SYSTEM TASK-ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
Aim o f  system Evaluate the quality 
of care 
Fairly distribute the 
nUrsing tasks 
criterion What Qyght to be done What being done 
of is process is a series 
of spe cific tasks 
the of excep-
tional both 
good and bad 
to the 
have also been utilized, even in schools of to 
rate the clinical performance  of stUdents . Su ch narratives are verY time-
consuming .. , each recorder make s  different observations and stresses 
different performances, which makes comparisons diffioult since there is 
no univers$.l standard for the judgments made' .. '1 
Most published have developed various forms of checklists 
for of care .. of  a few are 1;0 
out their weaknesses. One unit developed  a checklist for each 
on different dates.. I t  required a check-mark if various 
needs were met .  No WAS made to determine the 
care was related to the individual' assessment or U�'�5&W 
6B .. J., Stevens, UAnalysis of' Trends in NUrsing Care Management, fI 
JoUrnal Of Ny:raing Agministmtioll '12 ( November/December 19'12 ) : 1'1 .. 
'1R.,J" Burke and J. G  .. Gooc\ale, flNew Way to Rate Nurse Perf'ormance,1i 
HPaR1tals J.A,H,A, (December 1 6, 19'13 ) : 62. 
10 
, there was no way of ascertaining whether the Shment 
of the routine physical needs achieved the patient ' s  gOals.8 Giving 
care, no matte r  how skillfully, would not seem to insure quality care 
if that care was not to goals which the patient had identified. 
Another checklist included more than the , ritualistic care 
of' -",,,'HaL hygiene, 
f'or nurses· notes 
activities . Checks were also e ntered 
, for assistance given to the for 
various c riteria for pre- and care, and for tis noted 
o f  any other care rendered .9 Ironically, in most checklists, 
was made to check off pre- and care, and no sion was 
made for or for psychological care. continues 
to be on what the nurse doe s  to the patient rather than on�:the o f  
care h e  received."lO True, to check items of the care given is easier 
than to identify criteria in order to determine quality levels f or that 
care,. 
of of scales used for " 
The of performance depended solely on each nurse's inter-
11 of the standards. one nurse considered average could 
have been considered below average in another ' s making results 
.. The problem with any che cklist or s cale was to 
determine who decided what the list entailed. A need has been shown for 
a universal standard in any evaluation of care or performance. 
8Go Pardee et al.. "Patient Care Evaluation is Every Nurse ' s  Job," 
Journal of Nursing 11 tOctober 1971 ) : 1958-1960 . 
9G"F., Rubin, at al .. , "NUrsing Audit-Nurses Evaluating 
Ame�can Journal of Nursing (August 1972 ) : 916-921. 
10M "E" Nicholls, Cont rol in Patient Cares" 
� Nursing 1974) : 456 . 
II 
llR.J.. and J .. G .. Goodale, uNew Wtf,.y to Rate Nurse Performance,1I 
Hospitals J,A.H,A, 47 {December 16, 1973 ):62. 
11 
At present, the nursing audit, or the chart review, has been gaining 
more interest. Unfortunately, just as many types of audits are being 
developed as there were C hecklists. Although weaknesses eXist, the major 
of most audits are that they are more patient-oriented, more 
detailed, and are developed from portions of some model of the nursing 
process. 
Most audits started with an instrument for assessment of the patient 
according to his diagnosis, and then evaluated the ' s  outcomes 
(responses in terms of care rendered. One problem with this is that, in 
order lito use an outcome as a criterion, one would have also to';;determine 
how much of the patient' s recovery was due to nursing and how muCh was due 
to medicine.,,12 
Another observation is that each audit is developed by a different type 
of speCialist, so each audit has a different assessing instrument for collect-
ing data which is used to measure outcomes (patient' s responses) of nursing 
care. This difference can be beneficial; however, the tact remai ns that the 
process needed for whatever decisions are made and whatever ;care should be 
given can be the same for any type of patient. 
Fortunately, the present trend of nursing audits and evaluations of 
care has been toward utilizing nursing standards as criteria for evaluation 
instruments. An excellent example is an evaluation of nursing s ervices, 
on a patient unit, developed by a nursing service department at a university 
hospital. The outline was basically the nursing process, with many patient-
questions under each category. Only the categories are listed. 
l2B•J• Stevens, UAnalysis of Trends in NUrsing Management, II JOJ,1;J:Ml 
01' Nllrs1 ni' .Mm:i pi strati,on 72 (November/December 1972): 13. 
I. Nursing Process 
A.. Assessment 
B. Planning 
C. Interventions 
12 
1. Interpersonal Skills 
2. Technical Skills 
3.. Environmental Control 
4. Collaboration with other Professionals 
5.. Referrals 
6. Record Keeping 
D" Evaluation 
II. Administration 
A. Objectives for Unit 
B. Team NUrsing 
C. Environmental Control 
III. In-service Education 
A. Programs Based on Objectives 
B.. Orientation Plan for Unit 
C" Utilization of Reference Material and Resource Persons13 
Now, with the criteria based on the nursing process, the previous weak-
nesses are abOlished. The nursing process becomes the standard QfJ<care .. 
The rationale for using the nUrsing process for the standards of care and 
the relationship of theaer:standards to the audit for better quality care, 
is shown after a discussion of the nursing process. 
With the increased demand for systematic evaluation of quality nursing 
care, many nurses and evaluators had focused on either the outcome phase 
or evaluation phase, without fully comprehending the nursing process in its 
entirety.. lilt is imperative to understand all the components of the nursing 
process, particularly in terms of how they facilitate the development of an 
effective instrument for evaluation.,,14 as well as promoting better quality 
care for the evaluation. Evidence showed that only through the use of the 
nursing process in its entirety could a<patient achieve his highest level 
13I"G. Rameu, tlSetting NUrsing Standards at\dEvaluating Care," 
Journal of Nursi;o,s; Administration (May/June 1973):31-34. 
14J .. Kneedler, "Nursing Process is Continuing Cycle, " J!.Q.B! 
Journal 20 (August 1974): 245. 
of health through deliberate, systematic, and individualized care. 
though the American Nursest Association publishes nUrsi ng-
practice standards (which may be labeled nursing processU), there 
are still many ideas of what the steps in the nursing process involve. 
In reality, most 
that each ��� 
from the 
the same continuous components in the process, 
.. varies 
of assessment, 1nter-
each in order to 
provide more explicit explanation of expected behavior. Other s ystems, 
such as M.E. Nicholl' s "Control Component, " completely avoid reference 
to the nursing .process, but are neve�theless the same process.. �e out-
line of the control component does show the cyclic nature and the inter-
relationships of the steps in the process. Her control system emphasizes 
a change in the nursing plan, the standards, the feedback system, and actions, 
in relation to the change in a patient' s needs.l5 
Outlines of two commonly-labeled elements of the nursing process are 
identified as follows: 
Ou.til:ine:c.A Outline B 
I. I .. Assessment 
II .. Inference A. Collect data 
III" Validation B. Identify problems 
IV .. Assessment II .. Planning 
V. Action A. Set priorities and goals 
VI. Evaluation B. Develop plan of care 
III. Implement 
A .. Using technical, inter-
personal and intellectual 
skills 
IV. Evaluation 
A. Focus on outcomes 
l5M"E .. Nicholls, "QUality Control in Patient Care, tiA,me;ristS&n 
Journal of Nure1n� 74 (March 1974): 459. 
14 
Other systems group planning and �mplementation together for assessment, 
intervention, and evaluation. Some list the main headings and do  not 
label what is involved �nder each heading but emphasize re-assessment 
and re-eTaluation throughout the process. Whatever the are labeled 
and regardless of their elaboration, the rationale of the nursing process 
for better quality of care and evaluation of the care is the same.16 
The primary aim of nUrsing is to provide quality care, which must, 
be based on some criterion to enable measurement of the 
The nursing process serves as the criterion for measuring better patient 
care. 
Evaluation of the process of care entails appraisal of all major 
and minor steps taken in the care of the patient, with attention given 
to the rationale for the sequence o f  the steps and the degree to which 
they help the patient reach his specified, attainable therapeutic gOals.17 
Since the nursing process is based on and requires the execution of nursing 
functions, it follows that assessment of the degree to which the functions 
are executed yields appraisal o f  the process of care. Therefore, the 
standards of practice--the nUrsing process--serve as a basis for judging the 
quality of care. 
Another justif�cation for using the nursing process for evaluation of 
care is its practicality as a method for appraising patient-centered care. 
16V .. Carrieri and J. Sitzman, "CGmponents dSt! the Nursing Pro cess ,II 
NUrBiIl,g C1iAACS of No:cth Amarica 6 (March 1971): 115-124; J.. Kne adler, 
"Nursing Process is Continuing Cycle, n AORN JOUrllQJ. 20 (August 1974): 
245; L .. Lewis, "This I Believe About the Nursing Process, " N]1ts1ng 
QJ.1,tJ.QQ&& 16 (May 1968): 26-29; B .. J .. Stevens, "ANA's Standards of Nursing 
Practice: What They Tell Us About the State of the Art, II JO]1tnaJ. Qf Nuta1;D.g 
Ad,m.iAABt;rat�Qn (September/October 1974)n6�18; S. Carlson, "A Practical 
Approach to the NUrsing Process, " AmericaIl, JQ]1rllQJ. Qf N]1:t§�II,g 19'72: 1589-1591; 
and P.R. Mitchell, CQUQft»ta Basic tQ Nura�II,g. (New York: McGraw-Ri11� Inc. 
1973): pp. 52-66, 105-108, 121-124. 
17M•C• Phaneug, �e N]1rs1I1,g A]1d,1t-A P�Q'll.e fQr E�ceJ.1ence, (New Yo rk: 
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1972), p .. 6 .  
purpose of the HU'-biH�· process is to help the nursing profession 
move away from concepts of care which are task- and activity oriented 
and procedure- and technique-centered. Nurses can no longer rely on a 
physician's orders or policy manuals for direction.. They 
must exercise judgment and make their own decisions. The nursing process 
puts tasks within the context of nursing intervention, tasks being only 
one element of total nursing actions. Certainly a need exists f or nurses 
to gain knowledge of the nursing process and to apply it to all of 
their profession. 
In addition to the:1need to understand and implement the nursing process, 
nurses need for several reasons to be able to record the steps of the 
process. The primar y purpose of keeping records is to help the 
and his family. Many studies, intensively conducted, have examined what 
information should be recorded and have noted how records reflect the care 
given. Results have shown considerable variance betwee.n areas of nursing; 
however, the probelms found and the main reasons for record keepi ng have 
proved to be similia:ll' " Most studies have encountered incompleteness in 
recording and inconsistencies i n  the use of the records. These difficulties 
have demonstrated that, prior to the assessment of a health agency' s or 
unit's performance, adequate and pertinent records of its activities must 
be kept in order to provide evidence of continuity and quality of care . 19 
The usual method 'or comparing performance or outcomes, as reflected 
in the nurses' entries in the patientst records was the audit, as stated 
previously. The criteria became the heart of the audit, and since the 
patients' records were the basis of the nursing audit, +notatiens ofnu'1"s:i;ng 
19R .. F• Badgley, "How Good are the Records Your Agency Keeps'?", N;ux;sins: 
Outlook 10 (1962):118-119; DoB .. Wright, "What.s In the Record'?" � N;ux;s;l.ns: 
O;utlook 5 (1957):336-338; G. Adams, "How We Changed Our Recorda," .;.:.woi,;Q�G. 
Outlook 5 (1968):2384-2388; and D.M. Smith, ilA Clinical Nursing Tool,!1 
American Journal of NUrsins: 68 (November 1968):238 4-2388 . 
16 
care rendered and effects of the care were essential. Without notations 
based on the nUrsing process, there was no nUrsing input into the health 
20 information system, and nursing outcomes could not be validated. 
Phaneuf had pointed out that experience with the nursing audit demon-
strated that quality nUrsing care required the use of the problem-oriented 
approach. Assessment of both process and outcomes was facilitated by the 
development of a data base, and by identification of problems, recording 
a plan of action, and progress notes toward identified outcomes.2l 
If nUrsing care was given on the basis of problems identified, using the 
nursing plans for solving those problems� and if the responses were 
evaluated on the same baSis, then the outcome resulted from utilizing all 
elements of the nursing process. 
The consequence of implementing the problem-oriented record system 
(PaR) was shown in studies by nurses thinking mOre systematically, with 
more thought, about indiVidualized patient care and relating basic scien-
tific principles to their interventions. Other results of studies have 
been as follows: (1) closer nurse-physician relationships; (2) increased 
acceptance of nurses as co-professionals by physicians; (3) stimulation 
of interdisciplinary-team-approach to patient care; (4) provision of a 
more defined framework of actions so th� nonprofessionals were able to 
function more effectively; and (5) a more therapeutic, deeper r elationship 
with the patient.�2 
20 H.V. Berg, "NUrsing Audit and Outcome Criteria, 1I NUrsing CUn;:jcliJ Qt 
North America 9 (June 1974) :333. 
2lIbid, p. 332. 
22 B .. C. Davis, et ale, "Implementation ef Problem-Oriented Char:t:hp.g 
in a Large, Regional Hospital, " Jpurnal pi Nyrsing Administratiop {Novemberl 
December 1974) : 33. 
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One comparative of POR and the traditional methods of charting 
illustrated the importance of the patient-centered concept of the PORe 
The findings indicated that nurses using the traditional method did nqt 
always record subjective data or the interpretation of data, whether sub-
jective or objective. Certainly, without interpretations of a patient's 
views and feelings, care cannot be individualized or complete.23 
Creighton also discussed the importance of charting from a legal 
9 and stated that was an indication of the 
nursing care given.24 If a nurse provides skilled care, she must also 
record what the care was given. If anything is not charted, the legal 
implication is that it was not done. could a health 
for services that were not rendered according to the charts? There is 
of 
some truth to the aphorism, IIIf you cannot write it� you do now know it 
or did not do it." 
one knows what is expected of him, he does it; if one does not 
know what is expected of him, he does not do it. This also applies to 
the nursing profession. Not only could a thorough understanding of the 
process enable a nurse to know what�is expected, but also expect-
tations of a nurse's performance could be influenced by the methodology 
provided for recording nursing care. the POR fulfills that methodology. 
The POR which was constructed from the process was emphasized, 
since it solved some present problems found in most of the common record 
keeping systems and provided for an , individualized plan of care. 
23M " BertUCC i, M. Ruston, and E. Pereoff, "Comparative Study of 
Problem-Oriented and Traditional Methods of Charting, " NUrSing Resea.:tch 
(July/August 1974): 351-354. 
24A• Creighton, "Law for the Nurse Supervisor, " §J,l.pe:tVip0:t tfu.:tPIiil 
(March 1971) : 15. 
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One major problem with record systems has been the use of the kardexes as 
nursing care plans. Changing the Kardex as the care plan was modified 
left no permanent record of the nursing decisions determining the patient' s 
care .. 9 material available for research was severely limited. Dif-
ficulties remained, i:nhibiting a nurse' s full perception of the patients' 
progressive care as a basis for future assessment,,25 This handicapped 
the goal of continuity and comprehension of care. 
One showed that most kardexes revealed information with 
nursing actions relation to the physiCian' s therapautic plan.. None 
of the students inCl uded rehabilitation plans, patient-teaching plans, 
referrals, or psychological support. Evidence showed that kardexes usually 
did not serve as an ultimate plan of care but, rather, a duplication of 
medical orders.. This was not to imply that care plass:chave no purpose .. 
Most nurses were of the opinion that "nursing care plans did result in 
better care, better continuity of care, and saved time in orienting new 
staff members to patients.1t The purposes and goals of nursing care plans 
were listed in one study as leading to the following: (1) individualized 
care; help in setting priorities; (3) assistance in systematic com-
munication; (4) coordination of care among groups of health workers; (5) 
assistance in the evaluation of care; (6) contribution to staff develop­
ment; and (7) increased continuity of care.26 
25p .. Thoma and K .. P:tttman, "Evaluation of Problem-Oriented Nursing 
Notes, II Ame:rigan JQ1l.x:,pal Qf N1l.:rsing 72 (May/June 1972) : 59. 
26 B.J .. Ste'V\Sns,l "Why Won' t Nurses Write NUrsing Care Plans? "�  
J01l.rnal of Nu��ing Admin1st�tiQn (November/December 1972) : 91; N.C. Kelly, 
If Nursing Care Plans, " N1l.�sing Outlog,t (May 1966) : 61-649 G .. F .. Rubin, L.A. 
Rinaldi, and R.R .. Dietz, IINursing Audit-Nurses Evaluating NUrsing, " Am,erls:an 
Journal gf Nursing 7� (October �97�) : 920; B.J. Ryan, "Nursing C are Plans, A 
Systems Developing Criteria for Planning and Evaluation, II JourngJ, or Adm:l.n;LlS­
ttAtipn (May/June 1973) : 50-58; and M" Kramer, "Nursing Care Plans ...  Power to 
l:ta Patient, " Journa� of N1l.raing AdministtAtign (September/October �972) : 30 .. 
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Obviously s no can play " telephone" when an ind ividualls 
well-being is at stake . However ,  our present system cannot be ex-
pected to s�tisfy all the purposes listed previously. the PORts basic 
format enhanced the total utilization of a plan of care not only based on 
pathological findings but on all other relevant data. The staff at Wes.tern 
Pennsylvania Hospital implemented the POR system and were of the 
the POR system was the method for 
Reoord can become consistent and 
care .. 11 
when the nurse 
organizes her recording around the nursing prooess. A charting format 
that allows notations o f  the nursing prOcess is a record that can become 
that 
a working instrument lor the nurse . The FOR system is such an instrument . 
B. Concept'l:J,i&J, Fram,eworJ.s; 
This study corroborated the concept that the key to giving and 
evaluating quality care was the nursing proces s .  The theoretical im-
plication that the nUrsing process provided better quality care and pro-
Vided criteria for evaluation of that care led to consider�ng re levant 
the collection o f  data desc ribing the extent the nursing prOcess Was 
acknowledged by nurses. The definition �nd format of the nursing process 
as developed from the review of the literature has been stated i n  the 
explanations of terms . 
27B•C .. DaVis , "Implementation of 
Large, Regional Community Hospital , " 
{November/December 1974): 41. 
Problem-Oriented Charting in a 
JOUrnal of NUrsing Agministration 
IV.. METHODOLOGY 
A. TAe Re�9arch MetAqg 
The research method used was a descriptive-survey approach , util­
izing a closed questionnaire to identify and describe characteri stics o f  
I.w.rr. senior nursing majors and as to other non-I.W.U. 
nursing graduates in this community in respect to the nUrsing process. 
This approach permitted a more complete understanding and a 
more adequate description o f  the present situation, The functions of  
the were to summarize and communicate the data obtained. No 
evaluations were made from this approach; however ,  a comparative judgment 
as to "more or  less" knowledge of' , utilization o f ,  and recording of the 
nursing process was obtained. 
B.. Tjle Sample 
The sample was stratified according to the year and the type o f  
program in which the nurses graduated . The selected sample was com­
posed of all I.W.Ue nursing graduates employed in the community , senior 
nursing majors at i.Werr. who would graduate within the present month, and 
a random selection of other nurses employed in this community . 
recruitment o f  I.W.U. graduates depended on assistance from 
I.W.rr.'s career planning o ffice , personal inquiries ,  and the cooperation 
of personnel o f  hospitals , and health agencies. Although 
many graduates of I.W.U. have moved out of the community or have married 
and changed their names ,  eleven who had graduated in the three years 
were located.. Also , twenty of the twenty-five senior nUrsing ma jors at 
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I.W.U. volunteered to participate. The inclusion of these senior nursing 
majors provided a larger sample of graduates of I.W.U. in this community, 
and provided a comparison of students' views and actions with graduates' 
views and actions. 
Provision for participation in thepproject by non-I"W..U" graduates 
was made through Mrs. D. Mitchell, with whose assistance a random selection 
of non-I.W.U. nursing graduates was made possible by the participation of 
nurses the 
were non-I.W.U. graduates, six graduated after the year 1960 in a diploma 
program, and sixteen graduated prior to 1960 in a diploma program. The 
sample represented by the District #6 nurses and that represented by the 
graduates of I.W.U. was diver$ified in respect to t7Pes of present employment. 
C .  TechA1gues for Data Collect1pn 
Efforts were made to develop a competent instrument for collecting 
substantial data which would involve attitudes toward, knowledge of, and the 
implementation and recording of the nursing process. A closed questionnaire 
was distributed in order to obtain demographic data, descriptive data, and 
information on opinions and attitudes about the nursing process" The pUr­
pose of the questionnaire was to determine the extent to which I.W.U. senior 
nUrsing majors and graduates apply the nursing process in their profession 
as compared to the extent to which other non-I.W.U. nursing graduates, employed 
in this community, apply the same process. 
The validity of the contents of the questionnaire was extabl1shed in 
consultation with and upon approval by the research committee, who may be 
considered experts on the contents. The questionnaire was not developed as 
a test-retest method, a split-half method, or an odd-even test to determine 
reliability. Although there were limitations to the accuracy and stability 
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of the questionnaire, the questions were related directly to what the 
study was seeking. overt measurement five 
(1) the demographic data for the purpose of stratifying respondents 
to their the extent of their knowledge 
about the nursing process; (3) their attitudes about the nursing process 
and record keeping; (4)  the implementation of every phase of the process 
deacribed on pages 3-5; and (5) the scope of recording during the 
process. 
Anonymity on the part of the nurses, was for the purpose 
of obtaining frank responses. The questionnaire was distributed through the 
mail, at places of employment, and by personnel departments. Although the 
investigator was present at the District tf6 meeting, the only�personal 
identification was made in describing the purpose of the study and in 
explaining how results were to be obtained. 
A copy of the questionnaire is printed in �he Appendix. 
V. ANALYSIS OF DATA 
A weighted, quantitative content was utilized for measuring 
responses in the questionnaire. For ease in computation and in making 
were used. These percentages were in n o  way 
evaluative; their purpose was restric�ed to comparison of numerical values 
"more or less" description of the results" 
TABLE I printed in the Appendix, describes responses from e ach question 
distributed in the survey. Reference to the questionnaire may be made for 
the questions and available answers. TABLE II is a combining of questions 
from the survey into specific categories. Questions dealing with attitudes 
and opinions were discussed separately. Description of the results from 
TABLE II were analyzed. The individual questions and responses in TABLE I 
were discussed only if deviated greatly and could have had an effect 
on the total outcome of the results in TABLE II. Reference to TABLE I and 
the questionnaire could then be made. 
This study centered on the nursing process as a key quality care; 
therefore, attitudes concerning the process were sought. Eighty-five per-
cent of the present I.W.U. nursing students the process as a 
systematic approach utilizing intellectual and physical actions for otgan­
izing nursing actions on a rational, scientific basis. Approximately one-
half of the I.W.U. graduates and diploma nurses graduating 1960 
the same opinion as stUdents. As nurses, one and one-half times more I.W.U. 
g�aduates and diploma nurses graduating after 1960 perceived the process as 
described on the page. The diploma nurses graduating to 1960 
were diversified in their responses; less than half hel the same 
opinion fOr any response. With the diversified responses, one could 
ulate that many nurses do not have a firm grasp of what the process is Or 
should be. This l ack of comprehensiID about the nursing prOcess could 
in inadequate utilization and apprec�ation of the nursing process. 
The extent of the knowledge of and understanding of the nursing process 
by nurses was sought in questions five through seven� and in 
the survey. Senior stUdents and graduates of I .W. U. understood much more 
about the nursing process than the non-I . W. U. graduates (95% to 66%). 
this total, senior students knew more about the process than the graduates 
of I.W.U. (9�fo to 93%). Non-graduates of I . W.U. receiving their diploma 
after 1960 also knew more about the process than the diploma nurses graduating 
prior to 1960 (67% to 65%). The facta that (1) students are mOre exposed 
to the process in their preparation, and that (2) the process 
has been only in the last decade, may explain results. 
Two questions, seven and thirty-three, deviated most in responses 
obtained, which may have affected the total results • Twice 
as many I.W.U. students understood what is involved 
in the nursing process as no�.I.W. U. diploma nurses graduating prior 
to 1960. I. W.U. students and graduates recognized all l isted as 
important intthe process. None of the diploma nurses included r epeating 
the nursing process, and .U. nurses 1960 did not list 
inference, or planning as of the process; also, other 
ot the nursing process that could have been chosen, such as collecting 
data, defining problems, intervening, making a nUrsing diagnosis, and 
validating were marked less often. The diploma nurses graduating after 1960 
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did show that their perception of the nursing process consisted of assess-
ment, determination of , establishment of care plan, implementation 
of nursing actions, and evaluation. This response showed a familiarity of 
the process and of a format of the nursing process. However, failure 
to recognize the other steps suggested that complete comprehension of the 
total process was lacking. 
The other responses that deviated greatly were in reference to continuing 
or repeating the process. l�re than three-fourths of the I.W. n. graduates 
included a new assessment, a new problem, a new goal, a new plan, a new 
intervention, and the repetition of an original intervention as evidence 
of continuing or repeating the process. Less than half of the n on-I.W.n. 
graduates included all these responses. Most of the non-I.W.n. graduates 
excluded the repetition of an original intervention. 
Questions ten through twenty, twenty-five, twenty-six� and twenty-nine 
through thirty-two, and ferty-fournof the survey dealt with the implementation 
of the nursing process. I.W.n. students implemented the process slightly more 
than I.W.n. graduates (90% to 86%), and non-I. W.n. diploma nurses graduating 
prior to 1960 (86% to 84%) .. As a"'whole, I.W. n" graduates implemented the 
process only slightly more than the non-I.W.n. graduates to 85%) .. These 
findings prompted inquiry into whether knowledge and understanding of the 
process is essential for imp1ementingequality care.. The possibility exists 
that, although the non-I.W.n. graduates did not fully comprehend the nursing 
process, they were either taught a concept of care which was labeled different­
ly or were able to give care accoding to the nursing process without, however, 
fully realizing the rationale utilized. 
Several of the questions involving the implementation of the nursing 
process elicited diverse responses that may have contributed to the results 
stated 
and 
.. 
, I .. W"lT .. 
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on questions ten 
students, 
more patient-centered care than the non-I.W"lT. diploma nurses. �e im-
of this was that care with to 
the ' s  views and is a mark of better-quality care 
I.W.lT. senior students and non-I.W.lT. diploma nurses graduating 
to 1960 twice as much as I.W.lT. graduates or non-I. W .. lT. 
diploma nurses graduating after 1960, certain among 10 ng- and 
short-term goals identified before selecting and'prescribing nursing actions .. 
These results suggested that the nurses who graduated in the past ten years 
and who are presently employed do not always recognize a need to set 
ties before implementing action .. 
The response that drastically affected senior nursing students' and 
I of I.W.U. total SCOre dealing with the implementation of the 
process was number thirty-two. I. W" lT. graduates did not confer half as 
much with other team members when an adjustment the 
of care necessary.. This response suggested that I"W .. U .. graduates 
either act too: independently , with the confidence of providing care, 
or do not realize the valuable information, obtainable from other health 
team members, that could be sought and incorporated into. care.. These 
provided grounds for more team conferences to benefit patient care. 
The recording of the nursing process was identified in questions twenty­
one through twenty-four, twenty-seven, thirty-four through thirty-seven, 
and forty-one in the survey. I"W"lT. senior nursing majors and graduates 
recorded the process less than non-I. W.lT. graduates (71% to 76%). Of these 
totals, I.W.lT. senior nursing majors recorded the process the least, �nd 
I.W"lT" and . W. U. diploma nurses graduating to 1960 
recorded in the most. 
of the responses among twenty-two through 
seven, care , revealed ..L.u"",.,.-t:: and results", 
I.W.U. senior llU�O�H.� great on the s respon-
for the care and the level of skill 
to carry out the for better quality and 
less time .. their responses to formulating and 
of care was less' .�u-·�. W. U . diploma nurses 
in similiar manner.. They , more than 
of care in 
the 
to 
nurses after 1960, that the care plan resulted in 
quality of care, felt that nurses had the 
plan, and most of them formulated a �fccare before 
nursing actions.. Ironically, the results showed that 
of raco the 
any 
nurses 
graduating to 1960 who formulated care plans and felt the nurse had 
the of recording it, recorded their formulated 
than the nurses graduating after 19601 
I.W.,11 .. held a much lower opinion of the of care 
in the continuity of oare.. This was one response that affected the 
combined of I 
nurses are 
U., senior nursing majors and 
process. The graduates of' I 
for the recording of the 
amount of' 
were also of' 
the 
and when comparing the amount of formul.ting a plan with 
of oare, 
amount 
of recording that plan, the recording was considerably 
nurses do not the care might have been that 
.. A :reason why 
were 
not used; this, was not the case.. Both graduates and non-I.VI .. 
graduates stated that they utilized the Kardexes to a extent. Another 
hinderance to recording care plans could have been the :record-keeping 
.. Busy nurses do not have time to make separate sheets of care 
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should a more thorough, up-to-date plan o f  care. 
should not be or an "extra" that nurses may 
utilize, but rather it should be the core of the records. 
noticed in this was the lack of 
most nurses, of a change or a lack ofcchange, in a t S condition, 
tha t would ... ,u."' ... ",Q. whether a nursing action made an impact on that 
condition. circumstances could exist which would this 
type of recording. study did not provide the answer, but hypotheses 
might be as a result of the data. From the nurses' d issatisfaction 
with their record-keeping system, and their lack of record ing, 
barriers may exist in the formats and the nurses' charting ability. 
Attitudes concerning record-keeping were sought in questions thirty-
eight through forty, forty-two, and forty-three. Approximately three-fourths 
of the I and senior nursing �tudents and non-I U .. 
nurses wi th their n1i"I�RI"·n record-
more than three-fourths of the lO U" 
nurses graduating after 1960 were dissatisfied. 
I.W.U. students were aware of the POR e Only one-half of the I. W.U. 
graduates and non-I U .. nurses were aware of it. Eighty-five per-
cent of the nurses aware of the POR were of the opinion that the POR 
was better than record-keeping system.. Th is of 
attitudes indicates a need for most health agencies to either 
a form of the FOR or develop a more suitable record-keeping system. 
1. I.W. U .  senior nursing majors and graduates understand and know more 
about the process than non-I. W.U. nursing _ 
a. I.W. U. senior majors have slightly more knowledge of 
the process than past graduates of I . W. Uq 
c .  
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b .  Non-I" W" U" senior nursing majors have slightly more knowledgenof 
slightly more knowledge of the nursing process than non-I.W" U" 
diploma nurses graduating to 196 0 "  
C o  Non-I.W.U " diploma nurses have a familiarity with the labeled 
of the nUrsing 9 but lack a full comprehension 
of what the entail. 
2 .  I.W.U. senior nursing majors and graduates implement the nursing 
process only slightly more than non-I" W.U" nursing graduates� 
a. I.W.U. senior nursing majors implement the nursing process 
slightly more than the graduates of I " U. and non-I "W.U9 
graduates .. 
b. The extent o f  of and the understanding of the 
process does not influence the of the 
process to any extent. 
c" Although senior nursing majors, , and non-graduates 
of I .. W .. U .. do not vary 
. 
in implemei:lting the 
process , senior nursing majors and graduates of I .. W.U .. render 
more patient-centered care. 
3 .  I.W.U. senior nUrsing majors and graduates record the nursing 
process less than non-I" W.U. nursing graduates. 
a. I" W .. U. senior nursing majors reco rd the nUrsing process the 
least. 
b. I.W"U. graduates and diploma nurses graduating prior to 1960 
record the nursing process most . 
Most I.W.U" senior major,i graduates, non-gpaauates of 
I . W  .. U., are dissatisfied' with the.ir present record-keepin g  system. 
a. Most o f  the nurses who are aware of the problem-oriented record 
are of  the that it is than their 
record-keeping system. 
b. I.W"U. senior nursing majors, graduates, and non-I.W o U. nursing 
would benefit greatly from more knowledge abo ut 
content in charting. 
As a result o f  this study� a few suggestions can be made for the nursing 
at I.W.U. and for other health agencies. Utilization of the process, 
with the patient as the cfooal point o f  care, is commendable.. However, a need 
exists for nurses to record more of the process for evidence of this quality 
care, and for the continuing evaluatio n o f  the patient' s condition. More 
knowledge of what to record, and the rationale supporting the reasons, 
may be needed. Trial and error in recording does not benefit patients .. 
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is not an index to what nurses do; rather, it is a guide 
for assisting the patient in every way possible. Non-I.W.Ue graduates 
need to become more aware of the patient' s perceptions and his role in 
his care. The� non-I .. W. U. graduates implement skilled care on a 
rational, scientific basis; the makr o f  quality nursing care, however, is 
patient-oriented care. 
Many other health agenCies should re-evaluate their record-keeping 
.. the indications o f  what is and what is not 
a serious need exists to determine whether the problem lies within the 
charting formats, the nurses' charting abilities, or both. Possibly, in the 
future, seminars on how to utilize the patient' s total record for better 
quality care might be tiven. Also, descriptions of various charting formats 
might be given so that nUrses can begin to analyze what could be best for their 
individual situations. 
Alice 
In concluding this research project, I would like to express my 
to the research committee professors, Lynn Westcot, 
and Justus Pearson for their helpful suggestions. 
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I would 
also like to express my appreciation to .. Debbie Mitchell for assistance 
in the survey to the nurses at the District meeting. Most 
importantly, I wish to express my gratefulness to all nurses partiCipating 
in this survey.. M;y in working through the research process 
has been inspiring, and has been particularly helpful in preparing for future 
research projects. 
t "  Are you an Illino i s  l'Ie sleyan University graduate ? 
( circle one ) yes no 
2 . From V/hat type o f  pro �ram did you graduat e ?  
( circle one ) Asso c ia t e  De gree Bac calaurea t e  
3.. r!ha t year did you graduat e ?  
4 .  In vlha t c lini cal area are you pre sently employe d ?  
Diploma 
5 . If you are a graduate o f  a colle giate program , we re you taught what was lable d  
the nupoing pro c e s s  i n  your program? 
( circle o ne ) yes no 
6 .  Have you obtaine d any instruction i n  the nursing pro c e s s  or read cny mat erial 
dealing with the nursing pro c e s s  since gradua tion? 
( circle o ne ) yes no 
7 . Ac cording to your unde rs tanding o f  the nursing pro c e ss , v/hic11 of the s t e ps be­
low constitu t e s  the various s t e ps involved i n  the pro c e s s ?  
( cirl c e  o ne o r  more ) 
A .  Assessment F "  Es tablish care plan K .  Obse rvation 
B .  Col l e c t  data G. Implement nursing a c tions L .. Inf�re nce 
C .  De fine problems H. Evalua te H. Valida tion 
D .  Intervention I " Re peat pro c e s s  N.  Planning 
\i' .!:J ,  Determine and s e t  goal s J, Nursing Diagnosis O. AJ l  o f  these 
Use s pa c e  below to a d d  any o th e r  s t e ps or comments . 
8 ..  \"Ihi ch answer below b e s t  des cribes your perce ption o f  the nursing pro c e s s  a s  a 
s tude nt ? 
( circle one or more ) 
A . Busy work for stUdent learning 
B.. An exercise ,,'lith a qua si- s cientific framework e n couraging pro fe ssional 
practice 
C. A systematic approach utili zing intell e c tual and physical a ctions for 
o rganizing nursing a c tions with a rational , s c i e ntific basis 
D .  A d e c ision makin g  pro c e s s  
9. 1.'lhich answe r b e s t  describ e s  your perce ption o f  the nursing pro co ss as a nurse ?  
( ci rc l e  o ne o r  more ) 
A .  Busy work for s tudent learning 
B. An exercise with a quasi- s cient i fic framework e ncouraging pro fessional 
pra c t i c e  
C .  A systematic a pproach utilizing intelle c tual a n d  physi cal a c tions f o r  
o rganizing nursing a c tions with a ration�l , s c i e ntific basis 
D . A de c i sion making pro ce s s  
1 0 ,  rJhe n  gathering data for a s s e s sment , do you ask the pa tient his vieVl o f  his 
symptoms and his c omplaints? 
( circle o ne ) some tim e s  always never 
1 1 .  '\!h� n  analyzing a client ' s/patie nt ' s  problem , do you inco rporate the client ' s/ 
pa tient ' s  view o f  his abili ty to c o pe \'lith the problem? 
( circle one ) some t imes alv/ays never 
1 2 .  Do you i de ntify a client t s/patie nt ' s  rea ction to his situation as well as to 
his symptoms? 
( ci rcle one ) some tim e s  alvlays neve r 
1 3 . rIhat are your usual sourc e s  o f  information ? 
( circle o ne or more ) 
f'J. . Obse rvatio n and communi cation \'lith the clie nt/pa tien t 
B .  �eview o f  the medical re cords 
C. Communi cation with the heal th team 
D . Communi cation with signi ficant o th e rs 
1 4 . Is communi cation an e s sential a.spe c t  in assessment for de t e rmining ne e d s  o f  the 
client/patient as well as a me thod for mee ting those nee ds in a way tha t is 
a c c e ptable to him? 
( circle one ) some tim e s  always never 
1 5 . Hovl o fte n are adaptations made to break down communi cation barrie rs such as aee , 
di fferent cultural backgrounds , de gre e o f  illne s s , e t  c e t e ra in o rder to e stab­
lish meaningful intera c tions b e t\1e e n  you and the clie nt/patient? 
( cirlc o ne ) sometimes always neve r  
1 6 .  Have you utilize d some type o f  system approach t o  asse s smen t  whe n  colle c ti ng 
data? 
( ci rcle o ne ) sOT.le time s alvlays neve r 
1 7 .  Wi th whom do you usually confer \'lhe n  s e t ting clie nt/patient goals? 
( circle o ne or more ) 
A .  Bembers o f  tho . heal th teao 
B . The client/pa tient 
C .  The client ' s/patient ' s  family 
1 8 .  Do you ide ntify client/patient goals be fore implementing any nursing a c t ivi ti e s ?  
( circle o ne ) some time s always neve r 
1 9 .  Do you e s tablish c e rtain prio rities among the long and short t e ro goals i de nt­
ified b efore s el e c ting and pre scribing nursing a c tivitie s? 
( circle one ) some tim e s  alvlays neve r 
20 . \"Jhen sele c ting nursing a c tivities to assist in the achiev(H::lO nt o f  goe.ls , do you 
analyze each possible a c tion and its consequence s  be fore arriving at a c ourse 
o f  a c tion? 
( circle one ) some tim e s  always neve r 
2 1 . From your expe rience , do nUrsing care plans resul t in b e t t e r  quality o f  clie nt/ 
pa tient care ? 
( circle o ne ) some tir;1e s al\,ays . neve r 
22 . From your experience , do care plans resul t  in b e t t e r  continuity o f  
( circle one ) sOl:te tim e s  al\/aYs neve r 
23 . From Your oxpe rie n c e , do care plans resul t in more e ffe c tive 
( circle o ne ) sOl:1C tim e s  always nove r 
24 . Are nurs e s  res ponsible for recording the plan o f  care ? 
( circle o ne ) some times alv/ays never 
� 
care 
ce.re ? 
in l e s s  time? 
25. Are nurs e s  re s ponsibl e  for d e t e rmin1}the level of skill require d ( pro f e s sio nal 
or non�rofessional ) to carry out the plan of a c tion? 
( circle o ne ) sorJe time s al \'lays neve r 
2 6 .  Do you fort:lUlate a plan o f  care ( writte n  o r  nonwritten) be fore ilaplementing any 
nursing actions ? 
( circle one ) some times e.lways never 
27 . rIow o f  ton do you record your plan o f  ca.re ? 
( circle one ) some time s alvrays neve r 
28 . Dhich nursing objective is usually � ne t by your nursing actions? 
( circle one ) 
A. Physical 
B. Psychologi cal 
C .  Spiritual 
D . Social 
:8 .  :8nviromental 
l£' .  Hee t  all o f  then equally 
29 ", Do you try to control the situation so tha t the outcomes o f  an activity vrill 
have a positive e ff e c t  on the client/patient? 
( circle o ne ) sone tine s always never 
30 . Do you collaborate with o the r nOl:lbers o f  the heal th team \'/hon there is a que s­
tio n  about consequences o f  a plan o f  a c tion within their area o f  spe cializa tion? 
( circle one ) some tir:1C s always never 
3 1 . Are you alert to signs o f  v/ithdrawal o n  the client ' s/patient ' s  part v/he n  the 
demands o f  the ho spital routine appear too burdensome ? 
( circle one ) sometime s always never 
32 . Do you confer vlith o ther health team members when an �justment to the o riginal 
plan of care appears ne ce ssary? 
( circle one ) some times always never 
33 . Based o n  your personal e;:perience , Y/hich ansY/(Jr b olow is evidence of continuing 
or re peating the nursing pro cess? 
( ci rcle o ne o r  more ) 
A .  A new assessment , a new problem , a new goal ) and a new plan o f  care 
B. A new intervention 
C .  An o riginal intervention re peated 
D . All o f  the above 
34 . To what extent do you believe the client ' s/patient ' s  to tal record is used to 
dire c t  and evaluate his care ? 
( circle o ne ) some tilae s al wnys neve r 
35.  Do you find yours e l f  re cording observations o f  a client/patie nt morc frequently 
than re cording spe ci fic nursing interventions? 
( circle o ne ) some times always never 
36 . Do you find in your pre sent re cord system that no tntions o f  nursing interventions 
outnumbe r  notations concerning a clicnt t s/pntient ' s  reaction to the intervention? 
( circle one ) nome times al\"lays neve r 
37 .  lim'l o ften i s  a change o r  lack o f  change in a client ' s/patie nt ' s  condi tion re­
corded that indicates whe ther a nuroinc nction has nade an ir.lpact on thnt con­
dition? 
( circle one ) some times always never 
38 . Are you sa cj, sfied wi th YOUr pre sent re c o rd ke e ping sYS tel:l'? 
( circle o ne )  yes no 
39 . Are you cmare of the problerl- o rientod re c o rd system ( PO] ) ? 
( ci rcle o no ) y e s  no 
40 . If you have inves ti ga t e d  the POR , do you believe tha t this systeo is b e tte r than 
your present re c o rd sys teo? 
( ci rcle o ne ) yes no 
41 .  If your record system incorpora t e s  the card indexe s , how o f ten do you u tili ze 
them? 
( circle o ne ) .some time s always ne ver 
42 . Do you find pe rtinent data from the nursing care plans and the card indexe s 
duplicate d in the progre s s  no tes? Answe r i f  this appl i e s  to your type o f  
re cord system . 
( circ:le o ne )  s ome time s always neve r 
Doe s  your re c o rd sys tem allow you to di ffere nie.te be twe e n  gene ral principle s o f  
care such as pe rsonal hygie ne , re gulation o f  oxyge n 1  e t  c e t e ra and the spe c i fic , 
indivi dual problems? 
( ci rcle o ne ) yes no 
From your expe ri e nc e , is the er;1phasis on Vlha t the nurse does for the clie nt/ 
pa tient changing to an emphasis on the quality o f  care the nurse re nde rs to the 
clie nt/�)8. tient ? 
( cirCI� one ) yes no 
Do you Vlant results of this study sent to you? 
( circle o ne ) yes 110 
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